BLAMELESS BUFFALO?
A Conference on Free Will and Moral Responsibility
10:00 am - 6:00 pm
June 18th, 2016 - ParkHall 280, University at Buffalo

John Keller
Plenary Address I
"The Mother of All Design Arguments"

Rob Kelly
Graduate Student Prize Essay
"Manipulation and Complimentism: Why Appealing to Health is Not the Cure"

David Hershenov
Plenary Address II
"Is Health the Key to Autonomy?"

Yishai Cohen
Best International Submission
"A Manipulation Argument for Deliberation Incompatibilism"

Steve Kershnar
Keynote Address
"Internalism and Moral Responsibility: Cutting Responsibility Down to Size"

David Limbaugh
Graduate Student Prize Essay
"Could we Perform Evil Actions When We Never Would? An Essay on God, Agency, and Dispositional Modality"